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ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE:
THE GROWING ACHIEVEMENT OF KM

Organizations can be viewed as intelligent organ-

ism: they sense, decide, act and learn. Trouble is,

they aren’t that smart. 

Even thought the knowledge of an organization as

a function of the knowledge of people in it, the or-

ganization acts as if it knows far less than the sum

of its individuals [10].

Therefore enabling organizations to capture, share

and apply the collective knowledge (i.e. experi-

ence and know-how) of their people is seen as

fundamental to competing in the knowledge

economy: companies are seeking to improve

their competitive positions through better use of

knowledge _ i.e. applying the Knowledge Man-

agement (KM) model.

In 1997, The Delphi Group, Inc., reported that only

28% of company surveyed were investing in KM

projects. Three years later, according to studies by

KPGM, 80% of the world’s biggest company have

KM efforts under way. To date, most companies

have one or more KM projects running, all search-

ing of near-term efficiency, productivity, and ser-

vice quality improvement though knowledge man-

agement and reuse [8].

Why has business interest in KM picked up over the

past few years? According to [8] a possible answer

is based on the following points:
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• In the recent years, companies are increasingly

distributed worldwide. As result, the collaboration

space is now more virtual than physics, and it is

more difficult to collaborate with one’s peers. 

• Second is the intellectual capital. In the 1970s a key

differentiator was the ability to set up and organize

a working environment; in th 1980s it was quality; in

the 1990s it was customer service and support. To-

day, the ability to learn quickly and continuously,

and to reuse the knowledge is the key differentiator. 

• As a final point, Information Technology through

Internet, Intranet and Web technologies allows

practical capture, sharing, and leveraging of in-

formation and knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
ARCHITECTURES

As has been highlighted (see [6], [8], [11]), tech-

nology is not the only issue to be addressed to

achieve success in a KM project. The need to con-

sider several components of organization, like the

processes and the human factor, is important too.

It is no coincidence that in many KM projects no

more than 33% of the global budget should be

devoted to the Information Technology part [12]. In

effect, KM architectures are usually based on four

main components [14]:

• KKnnoowwlleeddggee  rreeppoossiittoorryy: the knowledge manage-

ment system’s core since it contains all domain

knowledge.

• KKnnoowwlleeddggee  RRoolleess: the actors of the knowledge

management system. Every actors performs a

specific task and has different features.
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• KKnnoowwlleeddggee  FFlloowwss: processes by which the knowl-

edge proceeds inside the knowledge manage-

ment system.

• IInnffoorrmmaattiioonn  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy: all the useful technolo-

gies provided by computer science to support

knowledge management.

Moreover to implement a KM architecture, three

different approaches should be adopted:

• LLooccaall: there is a specific need that must be

solved;

• CCoooorrddiinnaatteedd: there are coordinated operations,

such as a small group of people who share a

task, or work together on a product, also called

Communities of Practice that permit to solve a

specific problem;

• GGlloobbaall (or Corporate Knowledge Management):

i.e. the management of the entire cognitive pat-

rimony of a company. 

OPERATIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT (OKM)

The global approach is definitely the most ambi-

tious and complex challenge for a KM project;

therefore the companies often prefer to begin

managing a part of their existing knowledge (usu-

ally the knowledge central for the company’s busi-

ness, also known as core competence). In the

telecommunication fields, and in particular in the

eTOM’s FAB areas (Fulfillment, Assurance and Billing

_ see [9]) the focus is centre around the knowl-

edge used by people performing their day-by-day

activities. This kind of knowledge, also know as the
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“Operational Knowledge” (OK), consists of individ-

ual’s competence, experiences, know-how etc. 

The Operational Knowledge Management (OKM) is

a part of KM specifically focused on the managing

of OK. As it is centre around the operations areas of

a company, the OKM is also useful to identify and

capture the “best way” to perform activities and

share it as “company standards” (Best Practices).

TILAB APPROACH: A FRAMEWORK 
FOR THE OPERATIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The TILAB approach to OKM is based on a neutral

Framework where 3 distinct phases are provided:

• KKnnoowwlleeddggee  AAccqquuiissiittiioonn  ((KKAA)): where the existing

domain knowledge is captured and stored into

a Knowledge Repository.

• KKnnoowwlleeddggee  DDiiffffuussiioonn  ((KKDD)): where the users _ to

support their dat-to-day activities _ access the

Knowledge Repository is accessed and utilize

the knowledge stored in it;

• KKnnoowwlleeddggee  UUpp--ggrraaddee  ((KKUU)): during people’s day-

to-day activities (such as interacting with other

people and computer system) a continuous

monitoring and upgrading of the knowledge

stored in the Knowledge Repository is performed.

The Framework provides that an initial phase of KA

has to be followed by a KD phase. Then a continu-

ous interaction between KD and KU phases is per-

formed. During this constant activity, there is an in-

crease of the knowledge managed. When the

global knowledge (the initial one and all the ad-

ditions coming from the interaction) is no more

able to support the users’ day-to-day activities (for

example because it becomes obsolete), the

Framework provides that a new KA phase has to be

performed (see figure 1, where the plain arrows

stay for a more frequent interaction).

In common KM architectures mentioned above,

the knowledge is captured and stored into the

Repository and then accessed and used by the

users. Afterwards, domain knowledge inside the

Repository is usually not up-graded until it be-

comes obsolete. Consequently, the knowledge

flows mainly proceed from the Knowledge Repos-

itory to the users, and new knowledge is not dy-

namically created. This is called one-way flows, be-

cause the knowledge flow proceed only in one di-

rection (see [3], [4] and figure 2.a below).

Now consider the Framework and its three phases.

Because of the continuous interaction between the

phases, the knowledge stored in the Repository is

constantly increasing; as a consequence, the

knowledge flows proceed in both directions (dou-

ble way flows, figure 2.b and 2.c).

The double way flows address an important issue

of the organizational model theory, introduced in

1995 by Nonaka’s “learning spiral” model for the

knowledge creation inside an organization (see

[1], [2]). In this model the knowledge creation is

obtained through a continuous knowledge transi-

tion from tacit to explicit and vice versa. It is easy

to see how this idea agrees with the continuous in-

teraction of the Framework’s three phases, as

shown in figure 3.

Therefore, the basic idea of TILAB OKM Framework

is to melt the western culture about the KM and the

Japanese one _ introduced by Nonaka _ to

achieve a unique framework for both the manag-

ing and the creating of knowledge.

According with other KM model (see [6], [2] and

[13]), the main functionalities of the Framework are:

• AAccqquuiissiittiioonn: the capture of knowledge mainly

through knowledge engineer-expert user sessions;

• CCooddiiffyy: the placing or storing of knowledge into

a structured repository;

Knowledge
Diffusion

(KD)

Knowledge
Acquisition

(KA)

Knowledge
Up-grade

(KU)

Figure 1
The three phases interaction
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• EExxpplliicciittaattiioonn: the sharing knowledge mainly

through person-by-person (forum, chat, etc.);

• AAppppiiccaattiioonn: the users access a knowledge man-

agement system to take a part of knowledge.

Knowledge utilization can support learning,

problem solving, decision-making etc.…

• DDiissccoovveerryy: the improvement of knowledge as

people carry on their normal tasks such as inter-

acting with people and computer systems.

• MMoonniittoorriinngg: the monitoring and reviewing knowl-

edge and its utilization;

• CCrreeaattee: the creation of new knowledge, in ac-

cording to Nonaka’s model. 

Each functionality is spitted in several modules in

order to manage a specific part of a knowledge

flow, such as shown in table 1.1
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Figure 2
Knowledge flows: (a) one-way; (b) double way; (c) TILAB framework implementation
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Figure 3
The knowledge spiral

1 For the sake of simplicity, the sub-activities are not described.
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TOWARDS THE OKM SYSTEMS

The OKM Framework is a neutral abstraction of

OKM Systems, because it is independent from the

specific kind of OK to be managed.

The TILAB simple methodology for the implementa-

tion of a specific OKM System is based on two steps:

1. to analyze the problem in terms of: (a) kind of

knowledge to be managed; (b) people involved;

(c) final objectives; (d) technologies. All these re-

quirements define an instance of the problem;

2. to instance the neutral Framework acording

with the requirements coming from the previous

step. The specific Framework instance is the

OKM System tailored on the requirements. The

OKM System still implements the three phases

interaction, but has only the module needed to

manage the knowledge identified in step 1

(see figure 4).

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described TILAB approach to

Operational Knowledge Management (OKM). It

combines typical KM models with organizational

theory models. The focus is the neutral Framework

Module

Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge Inventory

Knowledge Exchange

Knowledge Retriaval
Just In Time Knowledge
Handling

Knowledge Feedback
Knowledge Validation

Knowledge Maintenance
Knowledge Capture

Best-Practice

Functionality

Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge Codify

Knowledge Explicitation

Knowledge Application

Knowledge Discovery

Knowledge Monitoring

Knowledge Create

Table 1
OKM Framework modules.

INSTANCE #1 INSTANCE #2

OKM SYSTEM #1 OKM SYSTEM #2

OKM
MODULE

OKM “NEUTRAL” FRAMEWORK

Figure 4
From the neutral Framework to specific Systems
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which modules allow to treat several forms of OK

present in different contexts, i.e. every module is in-

stantiated according to the specific objectives and

requirements of the context when a KM project

starts, resulting in the most appropriate OKM System.

TILAB has applied this methodology and the

Framework in a project related to the competence

management in the mobile telecommunication

context (see [7] for details). Moreover, TILAB has in-

volved in several activities in the OKM field, to bet-

ter define and identify the Framework modules. 

GLOSSARY

Knowledge Management (KM): a lot of definitions are

available. Anyway, the essence of KM is to provide

strategies to get the right knowledge to the right people

at the right time and in the right format.

Operational Knowledge (OK): the knowledge used by

people performing their day-by-day activities. This kind

of knowledge consists of individual’s competence, expe-

riences, know-how etc. 

Operational Knowledge Management (OKM): is a part of

KM specifically focused on the managing of OK. As it is

centre around the operations areas of a company, the

OKM is also useful to identify and capture the “best way”

to perform activities and share it as “company stan-

dards” (Best Practices).

Knowledge Flow: processes by which the knowledge

proceeds inside the knowledge management system.
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